
:::>ear Tom, 
I haven't been writing lots of letters, and almost forget how to do it. 

Why I start with you today I don't know. 
On the machines I've been fixing up the Nestor index cum ELB inventory, 

mixed up with the moving from upstairs to downstairs. The First part, 
Nestorindex, including all the old Nestor index minus things not yet 
discovered in Nestor or BKME &c, plus things possessed and in Nestor 5ff. is 
just printed in a basically revised but not yet corrected very much and comes 
to 322 pp. I'm going to copy on the Dept copier p. 2 onto p. 1 and p. 1 onto 
p. 2, and thus multiply the blackness by 2, keep the pages equal in number, 
and thus make two copies one for ELB-Madison and one for TOP-Austin which 
I'll send you pretty soon. 

Perhaps in the same package I'll slip in a 3.5 diskette found by DJNB in 
his machine, labelled "AUSTIN 4. 2 1. 4M". 

Loretta is happily back from her very successful trip to the Peloponnese, 
Ionian i slands, and Turkey. This is wonderful in other ways, but it does 
modify the pace of my removal from upstairs to downstairs in the Institute. 
Downstairs already looks nice and cozy, with almost every bit of the 3 square 
meters of wall-space filled with pictures and souvenirs, and the bookshelves 
just about filled with books, with two sections for Kadmos Minos and AJA. 
All in considerable disorder, because of checking off against the list, and 
adding new ones to the list. But where does one put all the papers? And 
Loretta really wants the filing cabinets out pronto, so I've taken two of the 
Ar 1rotheke downstairs (into the large room that is) and will probably take 
the legal size one into my office just behind the door. Probably I can have 
two visitors in the office at once. Maybe you'll get more offprints and 
books sooner that I expected. 

My trip went just fine. Monday morning rode the Metro into town from the 
airport, found a music store and some exercises I've begun working on. Then 
a good talk in Union Station, copious lunch at the Parthenon, longer good 
talk in the station, until departure time. Then found that the bus I wanted 
for Detroit left at 11 p.m., and by buying a fat book and a thin supper made 
it work. In Detroit to my sister's house, and with my brother went to Flute 
World, tried out a new flute, and ordered one. The ordinary American type 
won't do, because mine is basically European for the G keys _ and American for 
the B keys. It ought to come pretty soon, and in the mean time I worry 
whether I made clear what I needed. In Detroit had lunch with sister and 
friend at the Old Parthenon. Got back Thursday morning again by bus. 

On getting back I found that the thing I ordered was ready, so Friday I 
went and got it. I'm not using it to write this, since I'm in Van Hise 
listening to the radio, and it's in my little room in the Institute, a 
Toshiba 3200, pretty nice. Carryable, but not battery portable. And pretty 
impressive. I'm getting somewhat used to the small keyboard with the Fkeys 
where I have to look at them two handedly instead of just reaching for them 
with my left little finger. 

Ah, I was thinking about putting this in an envelope, and found I must 
report that as the finishing touch of the remodelling (including efficient 
but noisy window airconditioners) little pl~q~~6-!:_e stuck on a door of 
each room. Ergo, I have a new address :---t.,,. l"\ v\ 

B105 Old Observatory .-r: ~ 1~ \ 
1401 Observatory Drive 
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